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Welcome to the Autumn 2014 Bulletin
Welcome to the October 2014 issue of the Global Bulletin! As I edited the contributions in preparation for
this issue I realised that without planning it this way two outstanding themes united them: a commitment
to diversity and the challenging of assumptions
Coaches have always cared – it’s in their nature! But
what is becoming increasingly evident within the
coaching community is a more urgent and overt
desire to contribute to the big issues of the day –
ecological, economic and social. These individual
responses are signs I believe of a maturing of
coaching as a profession; it seems that more and
more coaches are looking above the parapet, beyond
a focus on technique and high performance, to see
where and how they can make a difference on a
wider stage. Ethics, values, professional standards
are therefore more foreground – to support not just
the ‘how’ of coaching, but also the ‘why’, ‘where’ and
‘what for’. Making a contribution beyond individual
performance demands of coaches greater selfreflection, increased capacity to engage with
complexity and a challenge to examine the ground
we stand on, our values, beliefs and assumptions.
We demand this of our leaders, we should demand
nothing less of ourselves.
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A key platform of effective, ethical coaching in a
global world is to actively celebrate diversity.
Research still underway at MIT Sloan to measure
team intelligence has shown that team intelligence
rises the more diverse its members and especially
the more women in the team. Given the tangled
nature of the global problems we face then
increasing diversity within teams becomes not just
important for the creative lifeblood of the organisation
but an imperative all round. Respect for diversity and
support for creative solutions are central tenets of
ethical coaching, and we can expect to see more
coaches at the vanguard of expanding our
understanding of what diversity means.
Another urgently needed behaviour in the world
today is examining unexamined assumptions. A large

part of coaching is helping clients take action to
change the unconscious and unserviceable
behaviours that stem from unconscious beliefs – to
seek better ways to fit with the needs of today rather
than yesterday. Action Aid International did just that.
Stanley Arumugam’s account of how AAI moved their
headquarters from the global north to the south,
shows how they addressed diversity and
assumptions head on at both individual and
organizational level. Coaching played a critical role
in supporting leaders in Africa and other southern
territories step up to their new roles and succeed.
Paul Hodgkinson, group CEO of the Simons Group
was a pioneer in the construction industry in his
understanding that diversity, especially hiring more
women, was critical to the well-being of the business
and counter-cultural in asserting relationships and
emotional intelligence as core business drivers. In
Lynne Cooper’s interview Paul describes how he
used coaching and leadership development to
strategically build the company he believed was right
for clients, staff and the bottom line – as he says,
success is all about the people.
The AC’s 5th International Conference: The Journey
to Coaching Mastery, is being held in Budapest this
year in the heart of Europe on 30-31 October. It will
invite us to think more deeply and broadly about
diversity and the opportunities and challenges of
emerging markets within Europe and to consider the
difference between globalisation and
internationalization. The conference will offer AC
members the opportunity to discuss the impact on
coaching of these developments, the impact of
culture and the balance between the universal, the
local and the national when supporting our clients.
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The conference will also encourage individual
countries to think about accreditation and how to put
robust coach training into place. It will provide the
opportunity for individuals to share research and how
this contributes to coaching practice. Sign up here
to be part of the debate!
Coaching is spreading into ever-new areas and
serving a wider range of constituencies. Beate
Cnudde’s coaching of immigrants into Belgium is a
heartening story: her account of the ‘immigration
journey’ from depression to hope challenges popular
perceptions and fears around immigration. The
coach’s role in helping immigrants to fulfil their
potential implicitly promotes diversity, enabling these
talented individuals to understand, embrace and
make a real contribution to their new country.
One of the great and costly challenges to business is
the loss of talent when women decide not to return
after maternity leave – the topic of Kathy Cotter’s indepth niche research. Her insightful article looks at
how women can be helped through coaching to
adjust to their new identity as working mothers, and
in turn influence attitudes, structures and processes
in the work place. Companies clearly benefit from
the ‘talent development programme’ that motherhood
provides gaining staff with an enhanced capacity for
complexity.
That women should take their place among the
leaders of the world seems an inarguable good. But
as Ram’s contribution on Coaching Leaders shows,
this is by no means a done deal: old attitudes remain
entrenched and confused. Coaching women leaders
means helping them develop the robustness to
survive and thrive in the man-made world they inherit

and at the same time, formulate and develop their
own vision for themselves and their organizations,
based often, as Ram describes, on a quite different
set of qualities to traditional leadership criteria.
Echoing Ram’s emphasis on right brain behaviour,
Saunders and Charlton highlight the capacity to sit
with ‘not knowing’, with silence and inaction in the
fourth of their series on Mastery in Coaching.
To support these changing times the AC has recently
launched new Coach-Training Accreditation,
explained here by Declan Woods, AC Head of
Quality Standards and Accreditation. And make sure
you check out the AC’s latest book, Mastery in
Coaching; Jonathan Passmore, the editor, talks
about its content and vision.
I invite you to read on! I hope as always that what
you read will stimulate reflection on your practice and
support you with inspiring ideas. Success in business
(and in all sectors) is a multi-faceted ongoing journey
– and coaches are uniquely placed to play their role
in supporting, challenging, exploring and guiding
leaders and followers around the world to aim for that
quadruple bottom line: win-win-win-win for individualorganisation-society-planet.
As always we would love to hear from you – your
comments, critiques, contributions. Send them in
please! Wishing you a good quarter wherever you
are; whether the Autumn leaves are falling or the
Spring buds are bursting – enjoy and may your
coaching be rich and interesting.
Hetty Einzig
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STOP PRESS
Name this Baby!!
Now we are three issues old we think its time that our AC Global Bulletin had a proper name, one that expresses its
character - and we’d like you to help us. Here’s a reminder of our mission: to be the go-to magazine for information
about coaching worldwide, for emerging trends, for in-depth exploration of ideas relevant to coaching and as the
voice of our global coaching community. We at the AC see coaching as making a significant contribution to
organisations, societies and communities beyond the one-to-one relationship by promoting greater awareness,
greater responsibility and greater understanding of interconnectedness and interdependence in our global, networked
world.
We invite you our members to help us find a name that suits, that works globally and that is unforgettable! In
recognition of your efforts we will be giving away a copy of the AC’s latest book, Mastery in Coaching, to the lucky
person whose title is chosen and their name will be credited in the next issue. So start sending in your ideas now!!
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AC International Conference 2014
‘Journey to Coaching Mastery’
th

The Association for Coaching’s 5 International Coaching and Leadership Conference, ‘Journey to Coaching Mastery’, takes
th
st
place on 30 and 31 October 2014 at the Sofitel Hotel, in the magical city of Budapest, Hungary.
During the 2- day ‘Journey to Coaching Mastery’ event, over 20 established speakers, leaders and practitioners will run
interactive sessions and cutting edge workshops in areas of Team Mastery, Leadership Mastery, Personal Mastery and
Professional Executive Mastery and in Mastering a Coaching Business, amongst others. Please go here for more details and to
book.
Our international audience will comprise professional coaches, leadership experts, HR professionals, internal coaches,
trainers/providers of coaching, academic institutions, the media and organizations building coaching cultures.
Keynotes:

Dr Martyn Newman is an expert in Emotional Intelligence and Leadership, and a magnetising keynote
speaker. His bestseller Emotional Capitalists uncovers the psychological blocks to performance and outlines
clear steps for building EQ and leadership skills. His thought leadership and guidance on leadership
excellence is applied to large corporations such as Boeing and Ernst & Young and international institutions
including the EU. Martyn also sits on the Global Advisory Panel for the Association for Coaching (AC).

Dr Paul Brown is the renowned co-author of Neuropsychology for Coaches . He has a wealth of experience
as a clinical and organisational psychologist and executive coach and supervisor. Pushing the boundaries
with his research and application of Neuroscience in the business and coaching world, Dr Brown has sparked
substantial debate with his cutting edge presentations to both professional and interest groups. Dr Brown
has distilled his knowledge into an advanced coaching programme in Neuroscience for coaches.

Sairah Ashman is Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the global branding consultancy Wolff Olins. She is
highly regarded as the leading advisor for attracting, developing and engaging talent. With a successful
international business background, Sairah has a strong track record of building a coaching culture –
including the Gen Y population. As a strong, high profile businesswoman, she is an inspirational role model
for women to make a positive change in the workforce.
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Ian McDermott, founder of International Teaching Seminars, is one of Britain’s most accomplished coaches
who successfully brought NLP and coaching together. Ian has worked for many years with organizations and
now focuses more on individuals. As a leader in the fields of entrepreneurship and innovation, he provides
his clients with the skills to innovate their own solutions. Ian is also the Association for Coaching’s Global
Advisor for Innovation and Collaboration.

Geoffrey Abbott, PhD, is an executive coach, consultant, lecturer and author, and Director of Executive
Coaching Programs, at the Queensland University of Technology in Australia. His expertise is in international
business coaching, complexity and systems thinking and he delivers an advanced coaching programme for
the AC on Coaching for a Global Mindset. Geoffrey has coached senior executives in the Asia Pacific and the
Americas and has trained and mentored coaches around the world. He has extensive executive experience
in corporate strategy.

Pre-Evening Networking event:
You will have an opportunity to meet with leaders in the international coaching community over a glass of wine and canapés at
th
th
the networking event on Wednesday, 29 October at 7.30pm, where we will be launching the AC’s 6 book, Mastery in
Coaching, in partnership with Kogan Page.
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The Business of Coaching Conference 2014
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Coaching and International Development
Despite the massive gains we have made in science, technology and business we are still faced with the
problem of global poverty. Stanley Arumugam, senior leadership advisor at Action Aid International (AAI),
asks whether coaching can play a role in poverty eradication and shares his coaching and organisational
experience at AAI during a period of major change.
AAI is an international non-governmental organisation
(INGO) working in 46 countries across the global
South and North. In 2003 AAI formally embarked on
its ‘internationalisation’ strategy which effectively
involved a shifting of the locus of power within the
organisation from North to South with a vision of
developing shared leadership. I will discuss some of
the rationale for this transformational strategy,
challenges, benefits, and where we are in the process
so far. I will also reflect on the role of coaching as part
of an integrated approach to change and leadership
development.
The ActionAid Internationalisation Story
“This was not simply to be a structural transformation,
but rather a political shift that sought to change where
power and control resided in the organization.”
AAI internationalisation has set the global trend for
peer organisations such as Amnesty International and
more recently Oxfam International, in their ‘Oxfam
2020’ vision, also committed to strengthening their
Southern leadership.
The world in which ActionAid International (AAI) finds
itself today is very different from when it was founded
42 years ago as a UK ‘charity’. Traditional models of
‘aid’ and northern-driven development is now widely
recognized as insufficient for addressing persistent
poverty and inequality. AAI, like peer INGO’s further
recognised that its governance model – centralised
power and control in the north, donor-recipient
countries in the global south – perpetuated the old
development world. ‘Internationalisation’ was the new
model that would shift power to the global south and
enable shared governance and leadership of the
federation.
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At the same time as achieving its ambitious political
strategy, AAI is having to respond to the realignment
in geopolitical influence – rapidly shifting from the US
and Europe to a multipolar world. Like its peers, AAI
is confronted by increased competition for resources,
intensifying demands for accountability, and
eightened scrutiny by governments – all against the
backdrop of AAI’s ambitions for impact and growth.
What were the big changes?
“ trustees… at that time had to give up their control,
their ownership of the organization – not just to hand
over the assets of ActionAid – but to forego their

ability in the future to direct it, and to create a
completely new international organization to which
they would transfer their powers and responsibilities. ”
Ken Burnett (then Chair of the Board of Trustees)
In practice this meant the following:
Relocating ‘HQ’ from London to Johannesburg: A
significant manifestation of this change of locus to the
South – has been the relocation of the International
Secretariat (IS) from London to Johannesburg. This
was both a symbolic and political move both internally
and externally. Up to now, AAI is the only INGO to
have its Secretariat located in the South, with Oxfam
following closely to a yet to be disclosed global South
location. In moving South there was a deliberate
decision not to merely transplant the London office in
Johannesburg but to find new ways of connecting with
member countries.
Transfer of legal assets: Another big change that
showed the courage and commitment of our Northern
members was their willingness to give up legal control
of assets and their branches in the South. As an
example this meant that countries like Malawi and
Zambia, previously legally ‘owned’ by the UK would
become independent country programmes with the
potential of becoming full affiliates like UK over time.
Dual Citizenship: The changes could easily lead to a
sense of premature independence and separatism in
global south member countries ‘released’ from this
type of ‘benevolent control’. As part of
‘internationalisation’ the principle of ‘dual citizenship’
requires country commitment to both national and
international interests – a vision for equal participation
in the federation.
Results of Internationalisation
In 2013, the Hauser Centre for Non-Profit
Organizations at Harvard conducted an independent
review of AAI’s internationalisation and wrote up a
case study of this pioneering journey. They identified
several results of the strategy, described in the Table
below, assessed against the original MOU. Significant
progress has been made in many areas with a visible
change in the face of the organisation. Results
include both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ benefits and also
importantly have supported the improved direct
impact in working with the poor.
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Comparative snapshot: 2003 vs. 2013
2003
(Prior to internationalisation)

2013
(10 years since internationalisation)

Structure

Unitary organisation (leading an alliance of sister organisations)

Global federation (of equal members)

Leadership

Control of ActionAid mostly with British trustees

Control of ActionAid sits with Assembly (from 26
countries); ongoing governance by diverse international
board

Size

€116 million (income in 2003)
Six founding members of AAI
Working in 19 countries

€224 million (income in 2011)
26 members
Working in 45 countries

Ownership

Country programs are wholly owned subsidiaries of Britishowned ActionAid (with the exception of ActionAid Brazil,
which is locally governed)

15 country programs have become members (several
others in the membership pipeline) and are governed by
National Boards and General Assemblies

Organisation Development Implications
Given the pioneering nature of this
‘internationalisation’ strategy there were a lot of
unanticipated variables and unintended
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Culture change
Significant has been the evolution of the
organisational culture over the past 5 years. During a
conversation I facilitated about current and desired
culture at a workshop of country directors across the
federation the shared picture was the organisation
was moving from being an ‘elephant’ to a ‘dolphin’.
There was a recognition and desire to be more agile,
creative and effective and still retain the inherent
power of activism and global advocacy. This cultural
shift at a federation-wide level was mirrored by similar
shifts at a country level as countries became
‘independent’ taking on more responsibility in crafting
their own destiny within the broader organisational
remit. New capabilities were being called upon.
Capacity building
A big challenge facing the organisation was the extent
to which all members of the federation could
participate ‘equally’ in line with our values of
internationalisation. Supporting the capacity building
of Southern members has been a ‘membership
development plan’. This is effectively an OD plan
developed in partnership with the member country to
map out its journey from being a ‘country programme’
line managed by the IS to becoming an ‘associate’
with voting rights to becoming an ‘affiliate’ with full
governance rights in leading the federation together
with other affiliates

consequences. This was in many ways a ‘leap of faith’
which required ‘building the boat as we sail it’. Such
an ambitious organisational transformation has had
significant impact on strategy, structure, culture and
people.

The Leadership Capacity Gap
By the time I joined AAI five years ago;
‘internationalisation’ was well underway. In my HR
and OD role I realised we had an organisational
leadership capability gap. Many of our country
directors had come from formidable ‘activist’
backgrounds but were struggling in their ‘corporate’
roles. They were used to the frontline work of leading
social movements – challenging national and
international governments – now they were
accountable for finance, HR, fundraising – basically
general management. In their new roles they were not
as effective as before. In Drotters* terms, they had not
effectively made the transition from leading self and
functions to leading the organisation on the leadership
pipeline.
The demands at country level are much more
complex and challenging. Many countries needed to
align their country strategies with the global strategy;
restructure according to limited resource allocation;
improve and develop internal systems and processes
to deal with the increasing donor accountability
demands. In all of this we want to establish a
coherent and shared culture driven by our values and
commitment to the poor as partners of change. This
can become very overwhelming, especially for new
leaders joining AAI and also for countries progressing
on their path towards affiliation, especially in the
global South. In many ways it’s an ‘accelerated’
journey.
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COACHING AS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
“Leadership development is not about filling a gap but
about igniting a field of inspired connection and action”
Otto Scharmer (2009).
Leadership development interventions were framed at
the individual, team and organisational level and then
tied together from a federation-wide, systems
perspective. We moved from a more technical
capacity building of individuals towards looking at the
role of culture, change and ‘soft skills’ to enable these
demanding leadership shifts. Added to the mix is our
strong commitment to women’s rights and
participation of women in senior leadership roles.
Given our limited resources – we are intent to see the
direct link between leadership development and
organisational effectiveness.
Jaworski, in ‘Synchronicity’ reminds us that leadership
is about being first – a being that informs doing*
Coaching provides a powerful process of engagement
to allow leaders to explore the being-doing connection
in a deeply authentic way.
When I joined the organisation, there was limited
experience of coaching, some positive and others
negative. In working with countries, I have worked
with different models of coaching and am constantly
learning – especially in a context of truly global
coaching and increasingly seeing the value of
coaching in a systemic context. Here’s some of the
ways I have used coaching:
Complementary to Leadership Training: Coaching
forms an integral part of our federation-wide

international senior leadership development
programme (SLDP) targeted at country directors and
heads of functions. In addition to the intensive one
week face to face learning, individual coaching is
offered to all programme delegates as a way of
supporting the application of classroom learning in
practice. Coaching over the 5 months has ensured
that learning is not just a training event but a
continuous learning in practice - delivering a higher
ROI* over time. Most coaching was conducted
remotely via Skype. The majority of delegates
reported positive benefits from coaching including:
increased self-confidence, an opportunity to test ideas
in practice, increased self and team knowledge and
increased engagement with global peers as a learning
and support network.
Country Leadership Team Coaching: The
successful delivery of our internationalisation strategy
is significantly dependent on country directors and
their teams. As part of my OD engagements with
country management teams, I typically work with
senior teams including the country in a three-five day
‘leadership retreat’. This allows the leadership team
to engage in ‘real time’ typically addressing such
issues as the country strategy, organisational health
diagnosis, culture-change plan, team roles and team
building.
The retreat mirrors the classic ‘GROW’ model of
coaching. I consciously facilitate the retreats as a
‘team coach’ and not an expert trainer (as expected
by the teams). This approach enables a more
participatory approach identifying resources and
solutions in the team (as the coachee) and not in me
as expert (coach).

COUNTRY LEADERSHIP TEAM COACHING – CASE EXAMPLE
Day 1 (GOALS) typically involves an introduction and ‘check in’ process (rapport building) the new team which I most
often meet for the first time in the country I am visiting. This follows with establishing team expectations as ‘wellformed outcomes’ and ‘rules of engagement’ - boundary management. By the end of the first day, through a
participatory process, we create a safe space for engagement.
Day 2 (REALITY) is a ‘diagnostic’ day in which I would facilitate a series of self-assessments for the management
team, using tools like SWOT, McKInsey 7’s and mapping the country strategy journey through ‘time-line’ work
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Day 3 (OPTIONS) involves me as a team coach facilitating a series of conversations that explores current state to
desired state in various aspects including strategy, culture, team effectiveness and performance. The ‘shifts’ are
facilitated in the use of various techniques including working with time-lines to constellation work. Often given the
management team size, self-selected leaders work in small discussion groups and opportunities for practicing this
role are encouraged for each activity. In most male management teams, I have found women taking up these practice
opportunities in a safe space. I encourage ‘modelling’ behaviours agreed at the start of the programme and
encouraging daily self-review – sometimes evening homework. We typically
start each new day with self-reflective feedback – an exercise highly valued
by many teams. For many of them this is sometimes the first time they get
to speak from the heart and un-interrupted.
Day 4/5 (WILL) As we get to the end of the retreat, this day or two provides
a space for rigorous action planning, a clear mapping of accountabilities
and delivery dates using SMART objectives. The last part of our retreat,
typically involves the team making a final presentation of their signed off
plan as an expression of the team’s collective commitment We typically end
with final feedback of the retreat process which usually involves
spontaneous individual testimonies and personal leadership commitments.

Follow-Up Leadership Coaching: Typically, I would
follow up the leadership retreat with a one-to-one
coaching with the country director. This coaching
serves as few purposes. It is a great space to review
and reflect on the team leadership dynamics and what
this means for the director as team leader. It also
serves as an internal accountability opportunity for the
director to reflect on the performance of the team in
relation to their stated commitments. The biggest
reported benefit is having a safe space to test out
leadership practices. Many teams have reported an
increased confidence in their directors and a more
participatory management – modelling learnings from
the leadership retreat and reinforced through the
individual coaching. In this space, we can have the
more sensitive conversations around belief, values

and intentions which guide a leaders practice in a
positive or negative way.
CONCLUSION
Over the past few years, I have seen the value of
coaching in leadership capacity building – beyond the
classical individual centric executive coaching model.
In future articles, I would like to share more on the
challenges of multi-cultural coaching in global context.
I am convinced that the coaching investment in every
non-profit leader results in a multiplied benefit to the
thousands of poor served by the organisations they
lead. In addition to directly sponsoring the poor,
coaches can also give of their time and talents. We
desperately need coaches who want to make a
difference!
NB. The views expressed in this article are personal and do not necessarily reflect that of AAI.
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Stanley Arumugam is Senior Leadership Advisor for Action Aid International, based in Johannesburg,
South Africa. He has a PhD in Community Psychology, MA in Counselling Psychology and is currently
studying towards a MSc in Coaching with Reading University. Stanley has over 20 years’ experience in
HR and OD in the South African private and public sector. Over the past 5 years he has worked in the
international development sector with an emphasis of OD, Governance and international HR. As part of his
role, Stanley provides coaching to senior leadership teams across the federation of 46 global member
countries. His research and practice interests include multi-cultural coaching, international leadership and
spirituality in the workplace.
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Coaching in Greece
When coaching psychologist Andrew Armatas first arrived in Greece in 2001– after a personal journey
that included his native Australia, the US and the UK – coaching was essentially unknown as both a term
and distinct practice. A lot has changed since then…
In 2001 all services fell under three categories: a)
consulting, b) training, and c) therapy. At the time,
taboos associated with seeking psychological help
were being broken and companies had embraced
professional development training programmes for
their staff. Day-long seminars with the typical
information overload were the premiere choice for
investing in learning and development….
Fast-forward a couple of years, Athens was hosting
the 2004 Olympic Games and Employee Assistance
Programmes (EAPs) were being introduced to the
Greek market. Although they didn’t manage to kick off
as expected, they did help with the business case for
employee counselling and paved the way for an
easier acceptance of coaching later on. Meanwhile,
the European Social Fund offered programme funding
in support of working women and a small number of
Greek companies applied to take advantage of it.
Rather than going for the usual training format, I
suggested to the company I was working with a
group-coaching format with an emphasis on tackling
work and life issues. There were qualms about the
openness of Greek employees to such services but
they were soon allayed. The initiative was a
resounding success; positive responses were
indicative of need and male employees requested
similar opportunities.
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The news about its impact on participating employees
and the company’s bottom line spread fast. Add
funding to the advantages of these initiatives and you
have an investment with a positive impact and with no
monetary risk. It comes as no surprise that a surge of
companies followed suit. Almost all of the
organizations that ran similar EU initiatives kept the
group-coaching format. These initiatives served as a
solid foundation for coaching services to be built upon
and soon become accepted practice. The following
years were a nourishing ground for coaching although
there was still confusion as to what coaching is and its
difference to consulting and therapy.
It wasn’t long ago before coaching evolved from a
little known industry in Greece to a familiar feature of
the business field. A contributing factor to its rising
acceptance in business is the fact that many Greek
professionals train overseas and bring their
knowledge and experience home. Additionally,
international firms started offering coaching services
to their branches in Greece, further popularizing
coaching in occupational contexts. Coaching services
are also seen as a means of showing corporate social
responsibility (CSR) - an additional reason for
organizations to take it up. Especially during difficult
times – as has been the case for Greece – employees

appreciate the support needed to better cope with
professional and personal issues.
Until 2010, there was only a LinkedIn group for Greek
coaches. That online community evolved into the first
Greek coaching society, which is currently associated
to the EMCC and has around 100 members. As part
th
of the EMCC, they organized the 20 Annual
Mentoring and Coaching Conference in Greece in
2013 – the first conference of its kind in the country.
According to a survey conducted in 2011 and
presented in 2012 (of 70 coaches, 60 coachees and
54 organizations) coaches were predominantly
university degree holders, 65% of coaches were
women and the majority of coaching took place in
business contexts. Surveyed coachees expressed
satisfaction with their coaching experience and would
happily repeat a coaching engagement (80%) with
insight topping the reasons for their request. As far as
organizations are concerned, 86% of companies
found coaching to have a positive impact on
leadership and individual performance. While still
relevant, the coaching scene has developed over the
last three years. Still, the majority of coaches hold
university degrees, more men are entering the field
while personal/life coaching is on the rise. This year,
the ICF established its Greek branch and the
Association for Coaching has announced its presence
in the country.
Similarly, there are now several coaching schools
offering training in both a classroom format and as a
distance learning option. It is promising to see that the
schools that stand out are accredited by a coaching
body such as the Association for Coaching and are
encouraging their students to become members of
coaching societies (some schools cover the cost of
students’ AC membership). This instils the importance
of gaining professional credentials and fosters an
ongoing learning and ethical ethos.
Coaching’s acceptance and growth has been
noticeable in business settings with personal/life
coaching falling considerably behind. There’s an
interesting story here. When life coaching was being
introduced in Greece, some psychologists pursued
this route, despite not being their preferred choice of
work, but rather a necessary professional
compromise. The Greek constitution requires higher
education to be entirely public; private universities are
prohibited; despite this a number of colleges affiliated
to foreign universities exist in Greece. Degrees
granted by these affiliates of foreign universities (and
there are many) are not recognized by the Greek
government. Many students from these colleges
proceeded to acquire postgraduate degrees
(sometimes from top universities) only to be told that
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since their undergraduate degree is considered
invalid, this invalidates all further qualifications.
Psychology graduates were denied licensure and thus
could not practice as psychologists. Hence the shift to
coaching as a way around this issue since coaching is
not regulated. Although the laws governing academic
recognition remain the same, coaches can pursue a
professional recognition route.
What used to be a compromise or less attractive
option for psychologists has now become a career
choice in its own right. Still, coaching is often seen as
an easier option to pursue: unregulated, lengthy
training is not required, and you can be branded an
expert in a short period of time. This is doing a
disservice to the coaching industry and can explain
why personal/life coaching has fallen behind its
business counterpart. In Greece, psychologists are
the choice for support in personal matters –clinical or
not – due to their extensive training and regulation
(licensure in Greece is granted by the Ministry of
Health). There are concerns as to how qualified life
coaches are to tackle personal issues and offer
personal development services. An additional
roadblock is liability risk. Since all aspects of
psychology are highly regulated, a life coach could be
held liable in this country if the services they offer are
considered to fall into the psychology category. There
is much to be done if life coaches are to be seen as
trained experts – starting with the training that they
receive, educating the public as to what coaches do
and don’t do and clarifying the legal aspects of
coaching practitioners.

Interestingly, when coaching was introduced, there
were discussion threads on LinkedIn attempting to
find the appropriate translation for coaching in Greek.
These were abandoned - instead, the English word
was adopted has been used ever since.
Coaching research is lacking in Greece, as is the
presence of coaching books. As an advisor and
scientific editor to one of the largest publishers in the
country, I can attest to the hesitation of a publishing
house to make such an investment due to the small
target audience and the financial woes of this country,
which have no less affected publishing than all
industries here.
Despite this climate I see coaching in business
becoming a mainstream developmental activity, life
coaches with no counselling or psychology
background as facing challenges ahead alongside
increasing professionalism in the field as a whole.
There is already an Association for Coaching LinkedIn
open group (AC members and non-members can join)
and we have had an encouraging number of coaching
professionals expressing interest in joining the AC
Greek community. Next steps include getting the
community together with events, growing it in size and
uploading AC web content in Greek.
Although many challenges lay ahead, these instil
energy, spark creativity and offer an excitement
journey. Who can say no to that?

Andrew Armatas is a practicing psychologist and coach with a
background experience in brief counselling, Employee Assistance
Programmes (EAPs) and corporate mental health. His expertise lies in
coaching hypnosis, experiential techniques and applying brief strategic
principles in coaching. His consultancy Execufront runs workshops and
projects internationally. You can reach him at info@andrewarmatas.com
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Grow for the Future
UK pioneer of business coaching, Olympic gold medallist Dr David Hemery CBE shares his vision of an
empowered society with Andy Shipley…
Imagine a society in which
all young people are
enabled to achieve their
full physical, intellectual,
social and spiritual
potential, as responsible
individuals, citizens and
members of their
communities….David
Hemery believes that in a society in which young
people are exposed to coaching as a core component
of their education, they would not only develop
qualities such as self-awareness, responsibility and
accountability, they would also play a much more
proactive role in shaping their own future, and
significantly enhance social and economic conditions.
By supporting teachers to incorporate coaching skills
such as the GROW model into their practice, and
encouraging them to adopt a questioning approach
with their students, David's charity 21st Century
Legacy seeks to enable it's young participants to
aspire to "be the best they can be""
Along with John Whitmore and a few other pioneers,
David introduced the principles and practices he
discovered as a sports coach to the corporate world.
These techniques brought him Olympic gold as a
400metre hurdler and ran counter to the standard
instruct-and-yell sports coaching style of that era.
David discovered that by asking critical questions
instead, about what the coachee notices and how
they feel, they will gain greater awareness of their
own performance and begin to see for themselves the
actions they might take to improve. Some 30 years
on, these coaching principles and practices have
been embraced by business worldwide.
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21st Century Legacy is David's response to the UK's
commitment that the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic games should leave behind more than a
collection of buildings, and inspire young people in the
UK and across the world. David wants this legacy to
go beyond the sporting arena. The Be The Best You
Can Be programme gives schools the same coaching
tools that business has been using for decades. It
blends these with an injection of inspiration from an
inspiring speaker, often an Olympian or Paralympian,
to inspire young people to "discover their unique
potential and empower them to pursue and fulfil their
dreams".
Each pupil is provided with their own on-line Personal
Development profile, and is supported with workbooks
for Secondary students and worksheets for primary
pupils. Teachers and Teaching Assistants receive
staff development training in the GROW model,
effective listening and questioning skills. GROW
stands for Goal. Reality, Options and Will and
provides a simple and highly effective structure for

coaching conversations. They are further supported
with teaching guides containing thematic modules,
learning intent and outcomes, as well as lesson ideas.
Since September 2011 Be the Best you can Be! has
engaged over 153,000 young people in secondary
and primary schools, across the UK. The programme
has achieved real impact. For participating teachers
and students it has made a tangible difference to the
learning experience. One head teacher describes how
"students were inspired to have big dreams and
encouraged to have even bigger intentions. The boys
were enlightened when they realised that even
seemingly insurmountable hurdles can be overcome
with the right attitude." A participating pupil from the
same school reflected; "It has really made me think
and helped me become a better person. My grades
have also improved".

The value and effectiveness of the Be the Best you
Can Be programme has been recognised and
acknowledged by OFSTED, the body responsible for
monitoring education standards in UK schools, which
states "Be the Best you Can Be helps schools fulfil
standards in the new inspection framework, and
especially the spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development themes.". In March 2012, the
programme was featured in OFSTED's newsletter,
bringing it to the attention of all HM Inspectors of
schools. http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/schoolsand-inspection-march-2012
Despite the undoubted impact of Be the Best you can
Be, it appears that 21st Century Legacy still has its
work cut out. Whilst David and his team have been
very successful at getting coaching into schools, the
challenge of getting coaching into education still
remains. As a charity, 21st Century Legacy's
resources are limited. The devolved structure of the
education system in the UK requires the team to
promote the programme on a school-by-school basis.
Consequently, their capacity to deliver programmes is
stretched, a problem familiar to many charities.
When we stop to consider the educational, social and
economic benefits offered by future generations of
young people learning to become self-aware, selfresponsible individuals, it seems remarkable to me
that as the custodians of this inspiring future, 21st
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Century Legacy does not receive government support
to embed coaching as a mainstream component of
the education system in our country. I am also
astounded that despite many of the largest
companies enthusiastically investing in coaching to
develop their own people, none has yet come forward
to support 21st Century Legacy to scale up and equip
the next generation with the skills and resilience they
value in their organisations. David believes that "if
every child were taught how to coach, it would change
their relationships, how they parent and how they act
as managers; and if they were truly aware of the
consequences and impact of their actions, they would
make better choices.". It seems to me that never was
there a better cause deserving CSR funding.
Investment in Be the Best you can Be would not only
generate wide ranging social returns, as David
indicates, it would also represent an investment in the
development of a future cohort of high performing
employees and entrepreneurs.

The last word must go to Erin Duffy. Erin's dream is
to become a singer-songwriter. At 9 years old, Erin
participated in her school’s Be the Best you can Be
programme. One day after school Erin wrote a song,
and then summoned up the courage to sing it to
David. David sent his video of Erin's performance to
internationally renowned vocal group VOCES8, who
decided to help Erin turn her song into reality. Watch
Erin and VOCES8 performing her debut single "Erin's
song" http://www.21stcenturylegacy.com/erin/

2013 Clore Social Fellow, Andy Shipley conducted a survey to explore the benefits of
coaching to disabled people both as support and career –he discovered unanimous
enthusiasm and concludes “When you consider that a sixth of the UK population has a
disability or long term health condition, the potential benefits to society and the economy
cannot be over stated.”
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It’s All About the People
Simons Group is a property solutions business, specialising in distribution units for major retailers. It
employees 210 and turns over around £150m per annum. It has been a values-led British family
business for nearly 70 years, leading to substantial success. In 2013 Simons were presented with the
M&S Plan A Supplier, Partnership and Innovation Awards. Paul Hodgkinson, Group Executive Chairman,
talked to Lynne Cooper about the role that coaching and other developmental interventions have played
in the organisation’s progress over the last couple of decades.
What led you to start to use coaching in your
business?
My brother and I took over the family business 30
years ago, quite suddenly and unexpectedly. We had
a lot to learn and much to do to find our way and
secure a productive and sustainable future. We knew
that we needed to equip ourselves and the leadership
team to achieve this. We started with putting the
leadership team through a programme with the
Leadership Trust. A mixture of training and what we’d
probably now call team coaching ensued. That was
the start of our people development journey.
What has kept you committed to developing and
supporting your people over all these years?
I have found through my own experience and that of
the people we employ, that coaching is really valuable
for developing your own potential. It allows you to
recognise that you can in fact do things that you
thought you can’t. That is why we have put so many
people though the process over the years. Although it
has worked for most but not all people, putting
everyone through the same leadership development,
including coaching, has given us a common platform.
It seems an expensive exercise but has actually been
a good investment over the long-term.
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In what ways have you used coaching to develop
the business?
One really interesting coaching project was instigated
by one of our customer organisations, Gazeley (a
global developer of logistics warehouses) for which
we were the UK partner. Gazeley was bringing in an
international contracting business, a French company,
to work alongside us to deliver projects around the
world. The customer organisation commissioned a big
piece of team working and coaching with John
Whitmore and his team at Performance Consultants
to facilitate us all working in a joint venture. These
workshops, which took place regularly over about two
years, and also brought in key colleagues from our
supply chain, were an eye opener for everyone – and
again enabled us to transcend our cultural differences
and competitive spirit to develop a common language
and focus on our common goal. Whitmore’s team
also attended board meetings and did individual
coaching with key players at Gazeley and at Simons.
It was challenging for some to examine their own
behaviour and how this contributed to the success or
otherwise of our complex joint venture. I think this
extensive personal and team working contributed to
the successful outcome and affected us all in the long
term – our ways of thinking and operating: for
example you will now find the importance of

communication everywhere on our website – this was
not always the case.
Simons has a stellar list of clients, including M&S,
John Lewis, Sainsbury’s, Waitrose, Boots and the
NHS – how did you build and how do you
maintain those relationships?
Coaching, in all its different forms, challenged us to
examine where we were not living our values. The
kind of behaviour prevalent in construction was
cavalier: hiding the mess behind the bath panels, if
you can get away with it, do it – that kind of thing. No
one really trusted builders, who tend to just move on
to new jobs. We wanted Simons to develop a high
ethical reputation and to be the preferred repeat
partner of a few big clients with relationships built on
mutual respect and trust. This makes business sense
too. So we went through a period of being very tough
on minor cheating and other unacceptable behaviours,
like information hoarding or cutting corners on
compliance. Coaching helped us stick to these
principles.
It also played a part in developing emotional
intelligence in all our people, helping them get better
at building relationships, within teams and with our
clients.
So for example, another time we accessed coaching
for people who were struggling to work effectively
together. It’s not uncommon in our industry, as we
have to bring together developers, architects and
contractors who can have beliefs and interests that
bring them into conflict. At the time we were working
with experienced Executive Coach Hetty Einzig, who
took on this coaching challenge. Hetty would
undertake a series of coaching interventions with
individuals in conflict. She coached them individually
and in pairs, raising their awareness and
understanding and helping them to find more
collaborative behaviours. This in turn set up good role
modelling for others in the business. These are also
all enshrined in our Building Greener charter
principles such as learning lessons, information
cascading, getting the most out of internal
communication and sharing what we learn.
You certainly seem committed to getting the best
for and from your people
Yes, we firmly believe in the importance of having the
right people doing the right things. To achieve that
we have to work to support people to develop and
learn the best behaviours to get the job done – well
and making sure relationships count. This isn’t just
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about high performance. We place great importance
on operating in a safe and healthy way and
contributing positively to the communities in which we
work.
This is core for Simons. You can see that three of the
six core principles of our Building Greener charter are
actually relationship and people skills. So it would be
fair to argue that emotional intelligence directly
contributes to our reputation for sustainability, our
ability to deliver on our ‘cradle to cradle’ agenda and
our commitment to benefitting the environments and
local communities where we build. This is how we
won the prestigious M&S Plan A Supplier of the Year
Award last year, against all of their other suppliers
from bananas to clothes. And it was one of three
Plan A awards they gave us!
We had been pivotal in Cheshire Oaks for M&S, one
of the largest sustainable retail stores in the world,
We identified the site as a property developer, led a
big team through a complex planning process and
built and fitted out the project to completion, meeting
M&S’s high standards for environmental sustainability
throughout. Getting these awards really underlined to
our teams that their exceptional efforts to achieve the
very highest standards are recognised and valued.
How else have you used coaching?
As a family business we were concerned about
legacy and transition. How do we effectively pass the
organisation into the hands of younger family
members over time. What might that look like and
what needs to be in place?

We engaged a family-business coaching specialist to
do a big piece of work with us on that issue. He
helped us to review what we needed to do both
corporately and with the third, and next generation of
the family, including those who work or may work
within the business, and those who may just remain
shareholders. This has been hugely valuable.
We also do a lot of coaching and mentoring internally.
One such project was led by a non-Executive Director
who focussed on growing the number of women we
had in the business, and in senior positions. We work
in a male-orientated industry and work hard to attract
and retain females into our team on the basis that
diversity and certainly more women will impact our
culture and creativity to the good.
Are there any other ways coaching plays a part in
your business?
We adopt a coaching style of communication in all our
working relationships with customers and suppliers.
We explore problems and opportunities and question
people about what their work involves and how we
can help them improve their workload. This is at odds
with the traditional way that relationships are handled
in the construction industry yet we have found it highly
effective
At end of the day it’s all about people. And it’s all
about relationships. That’s where success lies.

Lynne Cooper is an AC Accredited Coach, team coach and accredited Coaching Supervisor. She is
a pioneer in the use of Clean Language in coaching and business and the co-developer of the FiveMinute Coach. Lynne is Vice Chair, UK for the Association for Coaching.
www.changeperspectives.co.uk
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Paul Hodgkinson has been the Chairman and Chief Executive of Simons Group Ltd since
1986. He serves as the Chairman of Notting Hill Housing Association. He has been a
Director of Notting Hill Housing Association since 2009. He serves as a Non-Executive
Director for the ING Real Estate Investment Management Client Board and also a
Trustee of Parenting UK, national charity that sets the policy agenda for parenting focus
in the UK. He was awarded the CBE in the Queen's Birthday Honours List in 2001 for his
services to business
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Invitation to Innovation
AC Ambassador for Innovation and Collaboration, Ian McDermott, is based in the UK and the US. Here
he shares his passion for making innovation a lifetime companion and argues that it can refresh and
renew both our lives and our coaching.
People can be creative without being innovative. Ever
met those people who have great ideas but nothing
ever actually happens? Innovation, however,
produces something demonstrably new. Whether it’s
a new product or a new process, innovation brings it
into being.
From a business perspective, innovation is a primary
means by which organizations reinvent and reposition
themselves and what they have to offer.
Commercially, as someone once said, innovation is
the ability to convert ideas into invoices.

Human beings have an amazing ability to habituate.
This means that when change is incremental we can
experience considerable change over time but not
really notice it: it happens little by little, day by day. (If
you’re in any doubt try looking in the mirror as you get
older!) So we can have the strange paradox of not
really noticing how over time we have gradually
changed and even invented new ways of living –
including earning a living. However, coaches are
change agents so we need to be aware of how
innovation happens in people’s lives – starting with
our own.

Innovation is also the primary way we renew
ourselves as people: it will ultimately determine the
future we create for ourselves as well as our clients.
Failure to keep innovating means we become stuck in
our present and just keep repeating ourselves.
Most people aren’t used to thinking of themselves as
innovators, but unless you’re the same as you were
twenty years ago you must have been making
changes. Some will probably have worked better
than others; some you may have made deliberately;
others may have been vague aspirations which have
now come to pass without necessarily working at
them; some may have been big changes, but more
often than not they will have been incremental. This
is important because contrary to popular myth most
innovation is incremental and not a Eureka or ‘light
bulb’ moment. Incremental innovation is however
cumulatively profound.

What triggers innovation?
Whether you’re a coach, a team leader, an
entrepreneur or someone who wants to be more
innovative in their life, it’s important to understand
what triggers innovation. How often have you woken
up and thought ‘everything’s perfect so I think I’ll
innovate’? The answer is probably: never! The
unfortunate reality is that innovation is invariably
preceded by discontent. That doesn’t mean people
are disgruntled; they may just have a sense that ‘we
can do better than this’ but not yet be clear how to.
This means living with discomfort until you figure a
better way out. No one enjoys feeling thwarted,
frustrated or disappointed, so people often try to
ignore or avoid these signals. In so doing they
frequently get in their own way and inhibit innovation.
Innovators are the people who actually use such
thoughts and feelings as the spur to new thinking.
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Yvonne von Amerongen, a manager in a nursing home in the Netherlands, was at work when her phone rang: “My
mother called me and told me that my father had passed away suddenly. He just had a heart attack and died. And
one of the first things I thought was ‘Thank God he never got to be in a nursing home.’ That’s crazy that I have to
think that. I’m in the management of a nursing home and I don’t want my father to come here. My colleagues had
similar thoughts. So in Nov 1992 we sat down and decided to take a day to consider what would make nursing
homes worthwhile to live in.” (1)
Fast-forward some years and now there is a brand new four acre care complex which houses 152 residents. It has
the same budget as any other nursing home in the Netherlands. No more, no less. But it delivers a totally different
quality of living. (2)

The innovation lesson here is that a model of
excellence came into being not through a remote
central government initiative, but through one woman
confronting the disparity between her personal
response to her father’s death and what she was
doing professionally. She and her colleagues
recognized that for their own peace of mind they
needed to do better.
If we have the courage to confront our own discomfort
we may just come up with a better way of doing things.
On the other hand if we are forever ignoring how
things don’t really stack up in our lives, we’ll likely

keep repeating what we know in our hearts really isn’t
good enough.
Suppose you were to reframe feelings of discomfort
and discontent as feedback; an invitation to
innovation? Now they become your early warning
system. Both individuals and teams can learn to do
this. One of my clients now refers to these feelings as
his ‘innovation signals’ and says it’s one of the most
valuable things he’s got out of our work together.
Coaches can really add value when they know these
signs because they assist in giving birth to the new.
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Making innovation easier
Innovation frequently happens at the interface
between disciplines. For me this is part of its
attraction. Over the years I have been involved in a
variety of collaborative ventures, enabling me to learn
from and innovate with others with different skill sets
and areas of expertise. Almost all innovation involves
collaboration. This requires a set of core
competencies that enable people to work together to
achieve what none could accomplish alone. Learning
how to collaborate more effectively – be it with clients,
colleagues or your nearest and dearest - is critical.

number of out-dated myths that advances in
neuroscience have disproved. Neuroplasticity refers
to the ability of your brain to literally reorganize itself
by forming new neural connections. We now know
this happens not just during the early years of life but
throughout the whole of your life. Recent research
makes it clear that we have infinitely more potential at
any age than previously imagined. Every human brain
– and thus every team - is capable of continually
growing and adapting. But too often people are held
back by not understanding what their brain – and
therefore they – are capable of.

And you can.

This has huge implications for how we understand the
potential of individuals and organisations. The
converse is also true: living with an outmoded
understanding of your brain can stunt your mental and
emotional growth – and thus your innovative potential.

This is what good leaders make possible. I have
found that when leaders get serious about promoting
collaboration they become infinitely more effective. It
is also crucial for entrepreneurs if they are to thrive.
Why? Because being a one wo/man band limits what
you can achieve. Imagine being able to foster this
mind-set in others - much of my own work centres on
helping people navigate the various stages of what I
call the Innovation Journey.
Neuroscience supports innovation
What we are learning from neuroscience research
has implications for promoting innovative thinking. It’s
much easier, for example, to make this journey when
people believe they are capable of it.
So much of what we do as leaders, coaches, trainers,
managers – and parents! – is affected by how the
brain works. This is emphasised in the programmes I
run with my colleague Professor of Applied
Neuroscience, Patricia Riddell. Your brain is the
driving force behind every thought, memory, emotion
and behaviour you have had or ever will have. So it‘s
smart to have a basic understanding of how you can
work with your brain – and make sure you’re not
working against it!

So how to begin?
Recently, when asked to demonstrate Innovation
Coaching at an international business conference, I
worked with a delegate who wanted to stimulate more
innovative thinking in his team. What emerged was
that he was way too fond of telling people what to do.
He needed to learn a coaching approach - drawing
out more and advising less. The breakthrough came
when he said, “you know, my wife says I tell her
rather than talk with her.” We ended with him
committing to start innovating when he got home that
evening! A new kind of collaboration promised a
better marriage – and the basis of better work practice.
Innovation is like charity – it starts at home. So before
helping others ask yourself where might you want to
innovate in your own life?
To learn more and to access free innovation videos go to the
Ian McDermott Innovation Hub:
http://www.itsnlp.com/innovation-hub/
You can contact Ian direct on Linkedin
(1)
(2)

CNN The Dementia Village (broadcast 12.7.2013)
For more information see REF INNOVATION BLOG on AC site

Specifically for innovation and collaboration it is useful
for individuals and teams to have some rudimentary
understanding of the brain’s neuroplasticity. “You
can’t teach an old dog new tricks.” is just one of a
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Ian McDermott has a wealth of experience in giving people the skills to innovate their own solutions.
Based in the UK and the US, he has a global perspective working with individuals and senior leaders in
international companies focussing on Innovation, Leadership, Risk Awareness, Legacy Evaluation and
Succession Planning.
Don't miss Ian McDermott doing a keynote on 'Developing an Innovation Mindset' at the AC's 5th
International Conference, 'Journey to Coaching Mastery' being held in Budapest on the 30th &31st of
October, 2014. To find out further details, or to book, go to www.acconference.com
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Emigration: Finding Work-Life Balance Abroad
We arrive in another country already culturally formed. Then the problems start: ordinary, everyday tasks,
things we used to do without thinking, suddenly cause us trouble. During this period of increasing stress
and sense of inadequacy some turn to a coach for support. Based in Brussels, Polish coach Beata
Pawełczyk-Cnudde coaches newcomers to succeed.
Working abroad as a manager in international
financial institutions was a formative experience for
me as the problems I witnessed inspired me to
change my profession and become a coach.
Differences of educational background and cultures
were frequently the source of communication
problems. Our worlds collided but we had to find a
common language and understanding and reach a
consensus in order to work together. On top of this
were individual aspects: personality, character,
problems related to emigration and living abroad. My
experience convinced me that managers need
knowledge about intercultural management or at least
a coach experienced in this area. And the employees
coming from abroad need support to establish a
balanced life – especially as it is clear that life
dissatisfaction impacts work performance.
We are currently seeing migration as never before.
Globalisation sees more and more people leaving
their home in search of work or better jobs. Students
study abroad to broaden their knowledge, learn about
new cultures and make new connections in the hope
this will give them a better start in life. We emigrate to
follow our partners, to find love or not to lose it…. But
the decision to emigrate is never easy: we leave
behind friends, families, favourite places and familiar
habits.
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Brussels, a cosmopolitan and multicultural city, is a
destination for many expatriates. Together with two
different Belgian nations (Flemish and French) people
come from all over the world to live and work here.
There are short-term expatriates and long-term
immigrants, and aside from looking for work
opportunities all are seeking to build their new ‘social
space.’ However their new contacts are often
selective and temporary. Most tend to stick with
people from the same milieu, mostly within their own
ethnic groups or with foreigners like them.
In time, many regret their lack of closer contact with
the local inhabitants; they talk of feeling as if they are
living on a cloud or of not having landed yet. Their
marginalisation from the country’s affairs becomes
difficult to accept, especially if they have previously
been active citizens in their country of origin. The
need to feel part of a local community is often the
spur to start the process of adjustment.
The Process of Adjustment
While everyone experiences life in a foreign country in
their own way, there is nevertheless a certain typical

pattern to the expatriate process of adjustment. In my
work I distinguish four main stages:
1. Euphoria or "honeymoon", where almost
everything seems to be better then in our
own country. We're open to bravely face the
coming challenges.
2. Culture Shock – at this stage we start to feel
an increasing level of stress. We might be
confused and feel a sense that our ways of
behaving and acting are inadequate in this
unfamiliar environment.
3. Acculturation / adjustment – when we finally
accept how things are here, we start to
acquire competencies necessary to function
within this new reality.
4. Stable Adaptation – we start to search for
better clues and experiment with new
solutions to adapt and function well.
Emigration Stress
Culture shock is greater the more distant and exotic
the new culture is compared to our own. This is part
of emigration stress, a normal reaction to a foreign
cultural environment. However for some people it can
be paralyzing. The stress people feel may be due to a
range of different reasons:

Sense of rejection or misunderstanding by
the unfamiliar environment.

Uncertainty as to one’s own values, feelings,
and role in the new milieu.

Loss of friends, social status, favourite
occupation, etc.
Everyone is vulnerable to emigration stress but In
general, ease in adapting to the new country depends
on whether the emigration was desired or not:
whether we grasped an opportunity and a favourable
wind, or were forced to emigrate for economic or
personal reasons. In the first case, motivation for
coping with the problems that arise is relatively strong
- certainly at the beginning. In the latter case, the
unfavourable conditions may fairly quickly induce
longing and grief for a lost country.
One of my clients came from Latin America to work in
Belgium in a well-known laboratory employing many
scientists from around the world. At the beginning she
was really happy working there, with a good salary
and prospects for the future. But suddenly she
realized her life was not what she had expected it to
be. She missed her family, friends and was finding it
hard to create long-term relations with friends in
Belgium. The multicultural environment that had been
so exciting at the beginning started to become a
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burden. Even the job seemed boring and frustrating
and she lost motivation. At this stage she realized she
needed professional help and came to me for support.
It was quickly apparent that she had always followed
the crowd and never focused on her individual needs.
It took time to help her find a balance but we
succeeded. We started our coaching with exploring
the question “what SHE really wanted from her life
and how SHE wanted it to be”
According to studies on the acculturation process,
there are three distinct groups who experience the
most difficulties in adapting: men searching for work
to secure their families financially; unemployed
women and men who have followed partners; those
taking care of children at home without their relatives’
support. Children and adolescents also require
special care and support, especially if their parents do
not want to integrate and cannot speak the language
of the new host country. Children then become their
only link with the new culture and society, putting an
extra burden on the child. Teenagers are also going
through the natural difficulties of their age in addition
to the challenges of immigration.
Coaching for Adaptation
When people come for coaching they usually begin
with practical and apparently trivial complaints such
as dealing with official matters (‘we do not know the
rules, don’t know the right words’); organizing
domestic repairs; the complexity of the school system
or even local waste disposal arrangements. But
gradually the more important issues emerge: how to
find a job, how to increase competencies; how to
expand their circle of friends…and deeper questions:
shall I return back home or stay here? I find myself
especially helping people deal with overwhelming
stress or sadness.
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Knowledge of the host language is a prerequisite to
good functioning within the maze of new rules and
regulations they face. In addition I help people
comprehend the local non-verbal language and social
norms. Without this, the risk of blunders and being
misunderstood is great and confidence can be
undermined. In my coaching I emphasise that
together with language, crucial to successful
adaptation is curiosity about the new culture. When
coming to live in a cosmopolitan country like Belgium,
it's so important to be open-minded regarding cultural
diversity, in its widest and deepest sense: national
cultures, organizational cultures and personal cultural
standards, principles and values.

At a certain point, usually shortly after the so-called
honeymoon period, immigrants experience a sudden
escalation of stress. People bring their intense
frustration to the coaching, blaming "the terrible
country" they’ve come to. Even the best jobs don’t
compensate for this frustration and their despondency
or discouragement can have a serious impact on work
effectiveness.
I help them realise that this frustration is stimulated by
an accumulation of often small failures but also by
their sadness and deep loss. Health and well-being at
work is important at this time to maintain work
effectiveness. Most crucial however is still social
support - a circle of friends, who in difficult moments
can listen and help; the larger the circle the better. It
is important to acknowledge the loss of old friends
and, especially for those staying long term in the new
country, to encourage people to stay in touch with
friends and their native country via technology. This
creates anchors for the next stage in the adaptation
process.
Following the period of crisis is an intermediate period
when people essentially ask themselves critical
identity questions: “where do I belong? Who am I
here?” The opportunity to use this period to develop
depth and breadth of awareness is not to be
disregarded. I take a Global Coaching approach
(see Philippe Rosinski’s Global Coaching Issue 1 ) to
these complex questions helping my clients see their
identity within a wider context. This broadens their
perspective, develops a positive attitude and
openness to difference and diversity that is enriching.
I work with my clients towards their overall well-being,
supporting them to develop qualities, competencies
and satisfaction across the Global Coaching model’s
6 perspectives: physical, managerial, psychological,
cultural, political and spiritual.
In this journey through the adaptation process abroad,
the coach can be a crucial support. I find that if I can
help my clients to not give up and return home during
their period of gloom and melancholy, but stay with
their distress and to deepen their understanding, they
eventually regain a sense of their independence and
agency, and start to align with the conditions of life in
exile. They begin to feel at home; this sense of
belonging increases their effectiveness in their lives
and in their work, enabling them to fully bring their
substantial contributions to the host country.

Beata Pawełczyk-Cnudde is a business consultant and a certified professional coach (ICF member) with a
macro-economic background and management experience. After graduating in economics and completing a
PHD studies in management and finance she worked in the financial world of the European Union, in public
and corporate sectors, as an employee and a manager. Building on this broad experience and knowledge
and keen to expand herself professionally Beate finally transformed her private interest in cognitive and
social psychology to become a coach and trainer, thereby fulfilling her passion to help others. Her motto is
the « Sun is in us! »
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Research: Maternity Coaching
The challenges women face when experiencing the transition to motherhood within an organisational
context are significant and the impact on organisations can be huge. Kathy Cotter’s research showed
that maternity coaching can help support women’s careers to the benefit of all.
Studies in the US and in the UK provide insight into
the magnitude of the problem: one study by Hewlett
& Buck Luce (Hewlett, 2005) involving over 2,500
professional women revealed that of the 45% of
women who reported having taken a career break
following the birth or adoption of their child (of on
average 2.2.years), only 5% were seeking to return to
the company in which they once worked. Another
US study indicates that of 93% of women who have
taken career breaks and intended to get back to work,
only 40% have returned full-time (McKinsey, 2007).
A key driver behind employers providing maternity
coaching since its emergence in the UK around 2005
has been to retain female staff following maternity
leave. There is now strong evidence linking the
provision of maternity coaching to increased retention
rates (Bussell, 2008: Freeman, 2008), but can
maternity coaching offer other benefits?
As the 2015 deadline for UK FTSE 100 companies to
achieve 25% of women on boards (Davis, 2011)
rapidly approaches, I am curious to understand how
maternity coaching might address the yawning gap of
female presence at senior and board levels within
organisations. It seems clear that closing the gender
gap will also require addressing the issue of highly
educated professional women struggling to re-enter
and remain in the workplace at senior levels following
maternity leave.
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When I embarked upon my research project in 2011 I
found a good body of research available in related
fields such as: coaching women at executive levels;
women’s experience of the transition to motherhood
and women’s career patterns. This provided valuable
insights, which informed my own research into
maternity coaching. However there was limited
research relating to the following areas of maternity
coaching:

What is maternity coaching?

How does the coach impact upon the
relationship?

What are the longer-term benefits of
maternity coaching?
Seeking to explore these three questions, I based my
research upon the experiences of three maternity
coaches, who collectively had coached over 500
women undergoing the transition to motherhood.
Participants were themselves mothers who had
experienced the transition to motherhood within an
organisational context, aged from late 30’s to late 40’s,
all white, middle class, Europeans educated to postgraduate level. This homogeneous profile is
important for the research methodology chosen,
namely Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
(Smith et al, 2009). Analysis sought to explore the key

themes that were emerging from the data, and
establish where there might be significant divergent
and convergent themes across the research
participants’ experiences.
What is maternity coaching?
Typically, maternity coaching is provided to
individuals (and groups), over three to five sessions
that take place prior, during and after maternity leave.
Common themes are addressed at each session with
the coach drawing upon a range of interventions and
approaches that embrace elements of skills and
performance coaching whilst largely set within the
context of developmental coaching. Pre-maternity
leave sessions will often focus on preparing the
ground for absence and return and addressing issues
around invisibility that frequently arise upon informing
employers of pregnancy. In later sessions, issues of
a more personal nature are present such as feelings
of guilt, reduced confidence and confusion around
identity.
All research participants emphasised the deeply
personal nature of the work coupled with the
significance of the maternity transition as key aspects
that differentiate maternity coaching from other
executive coaching interventions. It seems the very
aspects that differentiate maternity coaching from
other coaching interventions are aspects commonly
attributed to mentoring.
Eby, Rhodes and Allen identify two separate
supporting functions of mentors within an
organisational context. “Organizational mentors
provide two primary types of support to protégés.
Career related support prepares protégés for career
advancement and helps them learn to navigate within
the organisation…Psychosocial support helps
protégés develop a sense of competence and identity
as a professional and occurs through the provision of
acceptance and confirmation, counselling, role
modelling, and friendship to protégés.” (Eby, Rhodes
& Allen, p.16-17). This echoes what my research
participants described in terms of how they
experience the maternity coaching relationship and
activity. For example, one participant described
maternity coaching as equipping women with “…the
skills and capabilities of managing and influencing in
order to navigate their way around the organisation.”
in the context of preparing for their absence and
return. As mentioned earlier, later sessions were
often focused on more personal aspects including
acceptance as highlighted here by one participant
“…if women accept that their career development
might be a little slower, you know, it helps sustain
their… professional focus in a more patient way rather
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than keep seeking to be the best mother and the best
professional at the same time.”
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How does the coach impact upon the
relationship?
Whilst there was some reluctance on the part of
participants to acknowledge the degree to which they
were mentoring, it was agreed by all to be an element
of the coaching. My interpretation of this reluctance is
that it is rooted in the frequently articulated need to
differentiate coaching from other professions, as
highlighted by Passmore, “A clear distinction
between coaching and other services (e.g.mentoring,
therapy and counselling) is crucial…” (Passmore,
p.12, 2006). Lee & Frisch echo his view, “In order for
coaching to be recognized as a definable practice, it
must have banks that separate it from other
interventions. Clients are likely to have had
experiences with consultants, therapists, and trainers
and automatically associate coaching with those
activities. Coaches need to be able to explain
clearly both what coaching is and what it is not.” (Lee
& Frisch in Hernez-Broom and Boyce, p.47, 2011).
All research participants spoke of the significance of
their experience as mothers in establishing an
effective relationship with their coachees: ‘“It’s not just
about ticking the box of being a parent, there’s some
value in having confronted the real struggle of
balancing work and family” and another participant
said “…you do see women relax [feeling] she’s been
there, she knows what she’s talking about…it helps
build rapport.” The participants’ personal experience
of the transition to motherhood within an
organisational context enabled them to step into a
mentoring role and provide a level of support that a
purely coaching relationship would not achieve.
That is not to deny the challenges research
participants encountered when attempting to bracket
off their own experiences during their work with
coachees. As one participant stated, “…I think
maternity coaching is so unique and there is such
massive scope for it being done badly, and the
damage that can cause I think is huge; … what I
mean by being done badly is the ease with which a
coach could trip into their own stuff.” All participants
acknowledged the need for a high degree of selfawareness and self-reflection, which was to some
degree met within the context of regular clinical
supervision.

Constraints of maternity coaching within an
organisational context.
Like all coaches who work within an organisational
context, participants experienced the impact on their
work of operating within certain constraints. There
was a shared sense amongst the participants that
maternity coaching, from an organisational
perspective, remains a rather disjointed intervention
as opposed to a strategic intervention. “…maternity
coaching in isolation…is not sufficient, it’s much better
if the organisation is doing something strategically.”
And, “It’s not really well thought through,
strategically…I think in a lot of organisations it’s still
very much a check the box exercise.”
Research undertaken by Brown (2010) into the
relationship between motherhood and professional
advancement concluded with similar sentiments: that
family friendly policies alone are insufficient to make
significant impact on working mothers – policies need
to be rooted in the organisation’s culture and thus
reflected in all aspects of the organisation (e.g.
management practice, career development
opportunities, reward and compensation strategies).
What are the longer-term benefits of maternity
coaching?
It is too early for meaningful data to be gathered.
However, what we do know is that the challenges of
the transition to motherhood within an organisational
context are not limited to the first few months
following a return to work. Future transitions are
inevitable and their impact can be significant: having
subsequent children; starting school; adolescence;
responsibilities for elderly parents. Whilst a key
aspect of the work described by participants was
helping women identify and retain their longer-term
goals whilst meeting their short-term needs, this leads
us to question how women will sustain this balancing
act over the longer-term? It seems to me that there is
potential for increased value to be gained, for both
women and their organisations, from maternity
coaching, especially and perhaps essentially, where it
is dovetailed into a mentoring programme that
provides support to women over the longer-term.
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Coaching for Leadership
Ram Ramanathan raises some potent questions about coaching for leadership – and despite women’s
global leadership participation of only 20%, asks if it’s not women we need as leaders for 2020 and
beyond…
Some months ago in Bangalore, I spoke to a class of
graduate management students on corporate
leadership. Rather than listing desired qualities in
leaders, I asked the class to nominate leaders whom
they respected. The minimum number of sponsors for
each nomination was 10 in this class of 60 – of whom
90% were young women.

Despite such depressing figures, in certain Indian
industry sectors there is a massive increase in women
at Board and leadership levels. Many of the CEOs of
Indian banks are women. Three of its elected state
chief ministers, equivalent to Governors in USA, are
women; at one point in time there were six. What
creates this anomaly?
A month after my classroom experience, I attended a
conference comprising over a hundred senior
managers, mainly HR professionals, from the leading
Indian corporations, several of them multinationals.
The topic of one of the breakout sessions was the
qualities expected in global and Indian leaders by
2020. The top five qualities listed by the group were,
in order: awareness of self & others; spirituality
(meaning placing others before self); holistic and
universal meta vision; emotional intelligence
(comprising self and social management); alignment
with the needs of followers.

Predictable names came up: Mandela, Martin Luther
King, John Kennedy, Mother Theresa, and a few
Indian political leaders including Indira Gandhi. Then
came up a name that surprised me, that of Hitler. Ten
students, boys and girls seriously put up their hands
to support the candidature.
When the list had eight names on it they stopped. I
asked the class whether anyone knew about a guy
who used to be called the Father of the Indian Nation.
One girl tentatively suggested, Gandhi? When I said
yes, the boy who had proposed Hitler said
dismissively, “He is no longer relevant”. I asked him
what made Hitler relevant. He said Hitler was decisive
and took action. He knew nothing else about Hitler.
Discussion continued.
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A while later, I asked who in the group dreamt of
being corporate leaders. About one third of the group
raised their hands, including all the boys. I asked two
of the girls who didn’t raise their hands why. They
said it was too difficult for a woman to be a leader,
what with looking after husband and children. Would a
mother be a good example of a leader? I asked. They
looked perplexed, having never thought about it. The
following discussion was inconclusive.
Women’s participation in leadership globally, whether
corporate or political, is less than 20%. In most
developed countries, women comprise almost 50% of
the workforce, in line with the population. In India
where I live and work the figures are somewhat
different. Most studies show that women in the
workforce comprise less than 25%, half of the
population split – and more than 35% of working
women quit their jobs after marriage or childbirth.

The first viewpoint from the management students
shocked me. The second, from mature professionals,
amazed me.

When a younger generation remembers a dictator
responsible for the genocide of millions as a leader,
while dismissing a change agent who brought
freedom to his country, I believe that the entire
system of parents and teachers is responsible for
gross non-performance. The value system that the
millennial generation imbibed was not accidental.
Their own role models influenced them.
Yet, a mix of generations, some not much older, of
Gen Y, Gen X and Baby Boomers came up with a list
of leadership qualities, not one of them relating to
corporate performance. This list reminded me of the
Level 5 leadership qualities outlined by Jim Collins.
These were far removed from the trite list of
leadership qualities dished out by many management
gurus: managing change, diversity and future qualities I believe every manager needs to succeed.
How then is a leader different from a manager? – a
question that many have asked and answered from
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the days of Peter Drucker. Leaders lead with energy,
not merely with the mind. They lead by example,
through metaphors and through meta vision that
transcends limiting goals. Leaders are spiritual.
Leaders are coaches, not mentors.
Coaching for leadership is not coaching for
performance. Models such as 70:20:10, while
effective, are about performance, not leadership.
When we look at leaders in the corporate arena, we
seem to accept standards far lower than what we
expect from leaders in the political space. A
celebrated corporate CEO is acceptable if the
company is delivering better than expected quarterly
results even while being environmentally insensitive.
This may not be accepted in a political leader. Why?
A few far-sighted companies are already incorporating
sustainability as a corporate objective and leadership
competence. This includes ecological and social
sustainability, in which the companies accept every
human being on this planet as a stakeholder. This
requires awareness, spirituality, emotional intelligence,

and alignment with followers with a meta vision. We
as coaches need to look ahead.
I offer no answers, but a question comes to mind:
given that the leadership qualities listed by the
professionals in the conference can be seen as
‘feminine’: intangible, non-material, right brained,
emotionally intelligent, intuitive and nurturing – are not
women exceptionally qualified to fill the 2020
leadership roles? In the Western world almost 70% of
coaches are women. By definition many coaches are
fulfilling and promoting these high-level leadership
qualities. What then stops women from being
leaders? Is Anne-Marie Slaughter right in her highly
acclaimed and still controversial Atlantic Monthly
article, ‘Why women still can’t have it all’? Or is Cheryl
Sandberg right in ‘Lean In’? Or both?
I shall keep looking for answers!

Ram S Ramanathan has 45 years of corporate experience, with over 25 as CEO and above. In
addition to helping build a billion dollar company in Indonesia, Ram headed several companies as
CEO in India, Indonesia and Singapore, built several start up operations as an angel investor
incubator, advised governments of Indonesia and Singapore, advised family companies and
consulted strategically for multinationals and non profits.
After a serious six year spiritual pursuit, during which he taught yogic meditation around the world to
a few thousand people and wrote thirty books on Hindu spirituality, Ram trained to be a professional
ICF credentialed PCC coach. His company http://coacharya.com/ blends eastern spirituality with
western psychology to work seamlessly in the corporate environment, runs ICF approved leadership
training programs for individuals and companies, and coaches senior managers and C suite
managers of over a dozen multinationals.
Ram S. Ramanathan, PCC, BCC - Mentor Coach | Coacharya
P: +91 98456 91920 - www.linkedin.com/in/ramsramanathan
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Coaching Supervision in the USA
Coaching continues to mature and the increasing emphasis on coaching supervision is one example of
that maturation. US coach, Lynne de Lay asks how the development of coaching supervision in the UK
compares with the US
The US has a large number of coaches, however,
coaching supervision only recently emerged on the
US coaching scene. In 2012 ICF (US) defined coach
supervision for the first time for its members and
distinguished it from coach mentoring, which is better
known. Prior to 2012, you could count on one hand
the number of qualified coach supervisors in the US,
and these had all trained with one of the qualified UK
coaching supervision programs.
Things are changing. In September 2013, myself and
Sam Magill, both graduates of the Coaching
Supervision Academy (CSA) launched the first
accredited coaching supervision program in the US in
partnership with the CSA. The 9-month experiential
program, which has three face-to-face sessions in
Seattle, Washington, follows CSA’s rigorous
guidelines and uses some of the same UK faculty.
Initially, recruitment in the US was sluggish. A lot of
time was spent just explaining what supervision is
(and is not), why it’s important, and what the return on
investment (ROI) could be for a coach in a market
where supervision is unknown. The result was 15
“pioneers” who were excited to be the first coaching
supervisors trained in the US.
These 15 participants are highly experienced and
globally knowledgeable; some work in a second
language (mostly Spanish or Portuguese) in Mexico
and Latin America. They reside in Canada, UK,
different parts of the US, and one lives as far away as
Singapore. Many have coaching experience of 15+
years; some are PhD’s; and some come with clinical
supervision experience. Many but not all of the
participants are associated with the ICF, the dominant

professional coaching association in the US. They
are all engaged, motivated by the coursework, excited
to expand their knowledge base, learn different
approaches, and deepen their self-awareness.
Two challenges in launching this program were :
dealing with the negative connotation of the term
“supervision”; education of the market. Most US
coaches have little to no frame of reference for
coaching supervision. Typical questions include:

What is it?

What does it do?

What happens in a supervision session;
what do you talk about?

Is it like therapy?

What are the benefits?

What’s the ROI?

Isn’t supervision just for new coaches? I’ve
been coaching successfully for years.
Coaches who come with a background in psychology
or counseling understand very quickly.
All in all, we’ve been delighted with the reception in
the US. It’s exciting to grow something so new with
more growth in sight. ICF’s acceptance of the role of
coaching supervision into its overall coaching scheme
will continue to be strategic as the US market grows –
and if supervision expands alongside then this growth
will be accompanied by a maintaining of quality.
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Lynne’s career as an OD consultant, trainer, leadership coach, mentor, and coaching supervisor
spans over twenty-five years and three continents. Called by some “the coach’s coach”, Lynne was
a Leadership Coach with the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) for eighteen years and became
the Director of Coaching for Europe and the Middle East. In this role, she developed CCL’s coaching
business in Europe from scratch including supervising 50+ coaches across Europe. As a coach she
focused on senior executives and high potentials, of different nationalities, in Fortune 50 and
Fortune 100 companies, large non-profits, and international business schools.
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The Coach’s Journey Towards Mastery
“What do we do when we notice we don’t know what to do?”
In the fourth of their five-part series on coaching mastery, Ian Saunders and Ray Charlton explore how
the master coach becomes comfortable with the sense of not knowing what to do
There will be times in coaching when we discover we
don’t have a clear sense of what to do next, however
well we maintain our awareness and hold the
coaching space. The uncertainty that ‘not knowing’
generates can have several effects – from anxiety,
fear and debilitation, to curiosity, excitement and the
opening of new possibilities.
Let’s begin with what is often experienced as the
scary side of ‘not knowing’. Examples are those
occasions when the mind goes blank; when as coach
I feel out of control of myself or of the coaching
relationship; or when the client takes the coaching in
a completely unexpected and unfamiliar direction.
‘Not knowing’ can be seriously uncomfortable for the
less experienced coach; the master coach is both
more familiar with such discomfort and more
resourceful in responding to it. We suggest that the
master coach builds a more robust response over
time through the following steps:
1. Noticing, or becoming aware of, the
discomfort
2. Considering prospective responses
3. Identifying causes
4. Inquiring into how to behave more effectively
5. Reflecting and integrating learning
Noticing the discomfort: “What is happening for
me right now?
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Most important is for the coach to be aware of what’s
happening and the effect it is having on them. Signals
to pay attention to include physical sensations such
as tension in the neck, stomach or elsewhere, feeling
hot or experiencing ‘hairs standing up on the back of
the neck’. There may be other signs such as a loss of
concentration – by the coach, coachee or both - or the
coach having other random thoughts or unexpected
self-dialogue. You may well notice other states too,
such as boredom, anxiety, embarrassment or even
forgetfulness over what the client has said.
Awareness is key in these unsettling moments – we
notice the signals by attending to our own emotions
and physical sensations. By being open to these
feelings we can then acknowledge them, enabling us
to consider more options in how to respond.
Considering prospective responses: “What might
or could I do differently?”
Once we have become aware of our discomfort we
can then do something different, such as:

Acknowledge to myself my discomfort and
‘not knowing’







Remain silent and attentive, put my
distraction aside and re-focus
Declare to the coachee my discomfort and/or
sense of ‘not knowing’
Inquire of the coachee what they notice
Ask the coachee to continue
Take a break from the coaching

The master coach tends to have the courage to try
out new approaches. Declaring uncertainty or one’s
personal reactions can be challenging for a newer
coach. The practised master coach has developed
more finely tuned antennae for making these
judgements and understands how such disclosure
can strengthen the coaching relationship. This
learning comes from experience and reflection.
Identifying causes: “What might have caused my
discomfort to occur?”
Various situations can be behind the ‘not knowing’
state of the coach, including:
•
Issues affecting the coach’s state and
presence such as arriving in a panic, late,
or insufficiently prepared; being preoccupied with personal matters or feeling
distracted
•
Differences in style between coach and
coachee
•
An unexpected feeling of emotion or
energy picked up consciously or
unconsciously (parallel process) from the
coachee
•
Significantly different expectations between
coach, coachee and/or the coachee’s
organisation
•
Unexpected situation or content emerging
in the coaching
•
Lack of connection to cultural differences
•
Sense of stuckness or repetition and lack
of progress
These are all common challenges faced by most
coaches at some time in their work and their own
development.
Inquiring into how to behave more effectively:
“How to respond another time?”
Some of these issues can be avoided by better
preparation. Those that emerge as a result of the
nature of the coaching can only be dealt with by
recognising and managing them. The master coach
builds a resourceful state and a good reflective
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practice to continue to learn and integrate insights
from such situations.
Reflecting and integrating learning: “What insight
have I gained and what difference does this
make?”
The master coach builds resilience to, and comfort
with ‘not knowing’ by reflecting critically, often with a
supervisor or coach, about these key coaching
situations. Finding a new edge to skills and
knowledge and working with that is a key part of
developing coaching mastery.
Our silence in the coaching session may be sufficient
at first; owning our discomfort and speaking of this
may create an opening for the coachee as well as for
the coach. By such incremental and reiterative steps
the journey towards mastery proceeds.

When we acknowledge our ‘not knowing’ with
curiosity, compassion and responsibility, we create
possibilities for learning, whether in the moment as
we choose how to respond, or later when we reflect
on what has happened and explore this in supervision.
‘Not knowing’ what to do as a coach is not a disaster:
you can have confidence in the silence. ‘Not knowing’
is bound to happen to all coaches at some stage. Our
experience is that the master coach has learned to
notice, manage and respond to the discomfort that
may result and values the ‘not knowing’ for the
potential to change the dynamic, energy and progress
of the coaching relationship and provide great
learning.
Coach's Journey Towards Mastery Part 1
Coach's Journey Towards Mastery Part 2
Coach's Journey Towards Mastery Part 3

Ian Saunders has thirty five years coaching and consulting experience. He is an AC accredited Master
Executive Coach and in the AC assessor team. He focuses on helping individuals to learn and develop
often within the context of major organisational change. He chairs The Coaching Forum and co-leads
coaching activities at Said Business School, University of Oxford, where he is an Associate Fellow. He has
written a number of papers and coaching tools .

Ray Charlton is an experienced organisation development consultant,
learning designer, facilitator, trainer and Association for Coaching Master
Executive Coach. His work reflects his values of partnership, inquiry, curiosity,
creativity, personal and corporate responsibility and challenge. He is a
visiting contributor at Green Templeton College at Oxford University, Henley
Business School, York University School of Management and WMG,
University of Warwick.
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Raising Global Standards in Coach Training
AC Global Head of Standards and Accreditation, Declan Woods, introduces the new Coach Training
Accreditation and award for Leader as Coach coaching skills courses
I am delighted to announce that September saw the
launch of the new AC Coach Training Accreditation
Scheme and Leader as Coach Recognition of short
coaching skills courses for managers.

programmes. Coaches will be assured that they are
buying quality training focused on coaching
competencies, theory and practice that will stretch
their professional growth.

The new Accreditation Scheme replaces the previous
AC Course Recognition for coach training. It was
introduced to meet the current and emerging needs of
the coach training market and forms part of the AC’s
ongoing drive to continually raise standards in
coaching. We have seen the number of coach training
programmes grow exponentially over recent years
and the design of these become increasingly
innovative, particularly taking advantage of different
delivery platforms afforded by advances in technology
and media. We have also seen the provision of
coaching within organizations develop with a growth
in the number of internal coaches and
managers/supervisors who, while not perhaps
identifying themselves as a professional coach,
nonetheless wish to use coaching skills effectively as
part of their leadership style at work. Our new Leader
as Coach Recognition scheme embraces market
shifts and offers a means of formally recognizing the
changing nature of coaching, and its spread to everwider constituencies.

We are also pleased to introduce our new award to
recognize shorter coaching skills courses for leaders
and managers. “Recognized Leader as Coach” is
available for providers whose courses are designed to
train organizational leaders, managers and
supervisors in core coaching competencies, tools and
skills that meet good practice standards. This award
will be of interest to corporate organizations delivering
their own in-house coaching skills programmes and
will also provide a quality indicator when they procure
such courses from external suppliers. Training
providers of shorter coaching skills courses benefit
from the opportunity to differentiate themselves in the
market place through AC recognition.

The impetus to introduce a levelled framework to
accredit coach training programmes came from
Members and their demand for training at different
levels to reflect their experience and development
needs over time. This new scheme, titled “Coach
Training Accreditation“ to align with market
terminology, and based on extensive market research
and benchmarking, was designed by a working party
of coach training providers and AC volunteer
members,.
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The AC believes Coach Training Accreditation with
the AC will enable coach training providers to stand
out in a busy market place and differentiate
themselves with an externally quality-assured
programme. We have designed the new scheme to
be comprehensive, robust and progressive. It
accredits courses at four different levels, from entrylevel coach training through to coaching mastery

We know that the differences between coach
training accreditation and coach accreditation can
sometimes be confusing. While the AC offers
accreditation schemes for both programmes and
coaches, participating on an accredited coach-training
course does not, in itself, accredit an individual coach.
Individual coach accreditation can be applied for
separately when the coach has the experience, CPD
and supervision, in addition to the training, for the
level of coach accreditation sought. The good news is
that the AC has aligned the design of the coach
training accreditation scheme to make it more
straightforward for coaches to become personally
accredited.
Although just launched, the reaction from the market
has already been very positive – indeed, we’ve even
received our first application! We expect demand to
grow due to the explosion of coach training on offer
internationally. It’s an exciting time for coaching as we
advance standards of coaching together. Join us on
the journey!

Declan Woods is the AC’s Global Head of Professional Standards and Accreditation and leads its work on coaching standards.
Declan is also founder of ZPD Consulting, a global coaching and consulting practice whose purpose is to work with leaders to
create better organisations for the future.
Declan is a Master Executive Coach and boardroom Consultant who specialises in coaching leaders,
their teams and organizations to get ready for change. He is a State-Registered Psychologist, an
INSEAD trained and Ashridge accredited coach and was made an Honorary Lifetime Fellow of the
Association for Coaching for raising coaching standards globally. Before becoming a coach, Declan
had a 20+ year spanning line and consulting roles.
Don't miss Declan Woods doing an Accreditation and Coaching Supervision master-class at the AC's
5th International Conference, 'Journey to Coaching Mastery' being held in Budapest on the 30th &31st
of October, 2014. To find out further details, or to book, go to www.acconference.com
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Looking Ahead
Jonathan Passmore, psychologist, coach and editor of the AC book series, provides an overview
of the AC’s latest book on Mastery in Coaching to be launched at the AC International conference
in Budapest later this month.
The previous five AC books, starting with Excellence
in Coaching, were aimed at coach practitioners. They
started more generic and moved into detailed areas of
coaching practice from diversity to psychometrics to
leadership to coaching supervision.
In our 6th AC book we wanted to do something
different, to reflect how the coaching market has
matured over the past decade. The book focuses on
advanced practice. We asked for longer chapters,
supported by more evidence and references to help
readers who want to dig deeper. The assumption is
that everyone will find a number of chapters in the
book that will add to their practice and knowledge,
even individuals who operate in specialist area (e.g.
positive psychology or cognitive behavioral coaching).
The chapters, while supported by research, are
practical, and aimed at helping coaches to both
deepen their knowledge and broaden their practice.
By covering some new areas that have never been
covered before we also hope to offer something new.
For example, a fast growing area of practice is
Acceptance and Commitment coaching. While I
explore values and draw on humanistic approaches in
my own coaching, acceptance and commitment
coaching is an exciting new addition to the field.
The book is aimed at the top 25% percent of master
coaches. Individuals can be master coaches in their
own ways. As an analogy it’s like a ‘Master Chef’:
Some chefs get their Michelin stars with a traditional
French Classical approach, others might be cooking
Indian or South East Asian cuisine. These chefs can
still be Masters, and recognised by Michelin as being
outstanding, but their approach is very different. What
they might have in common would be a number of
elements. One of the things that I think differentiates
the competent Coach from a Master Coach is the

ability to hold together an empathetic, non-judgmental,
warm and supportive style of relating, whilst
simultaneously being able to bring in a high level of
challenge. To hold the coachee supportively in a
place of discomfort, in a place of learning. To ask the
questions that help the coachee to gain fresh insight
about themselves and their situation.
A second area of differentiation is the ability of a
master coach to be able to move between a variety of
different methodologies and use those in an
integrated way, which can meet the specific client,
and their presenting issues. This requires the Master
Coach to have a sophisticated knowledge of a
number of different approaches, the techniques within
them and be able to blend them together in a way that
is harmonious and which feels natural. So the
methodologies are outside of the client’s awareness
but the impact of those enable client to gain insight
and to move forward.
The third difference between a competent and a
master Coach is their organisational understanding. A
competent Coach should understand elements of
what makes up an organisation. They are likely to
understand the economic climate of the organisation’s
market, its business or sector. This helps them frame
questions and manage the direction of the
conversation to ensure it benefits both the individual
and the organisation. However the Master Coach will
also have a good appreciation of the distinctive
challenges that Senior Executives in multi national
organisations face. This is significantly different from
the challenges of a manager in a SME or even a
typical public sector body.
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Jonathan Passmore is a professor of psychology at the University of Evora and managing director of
Embrion. He holds five degrees and is the editor of the Association for Coaching series, which includes
the latest AC book due to be launched in October 2014 “Mastery in Coaching”. He has also written and
edited over a dozen books and was the Series Editor for the Wiley Blackwell Handbooks of Industrial &
Organisational Psychology.
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Your Life Plan
How to set yourself on the right path and take charge of your life
Kirstin Irving, Consultant to Changing Organisations reviews Your Life Plan by Erica Sosna
Planning a life is no small or
insignificant work. Yet the very
notion of planning life will send
plenty of people running to the
hills. Planning a life with purpose,
and doing so with a spirit of
adventure, starts to sound more
appealing. Engaging fully with
the energy of life, and being
intentional while open to what will
emerge, starts to feel like
something really worthwhile. So, despite my first
misgivings within a few pages I was drawn in to
Erica’s story circle and ready to play!
Based on the hero’s journey – a familiar and
compelling device found in stories around the world –
Sosna invites us to be the hero or heroine in our
personally scripted story. She explains why she has
chosen this device and frames our work as
storytellers. She points out, helpfully, that the
approach works equally well to support families,
groups or teams to work on a shared goal. As a result
of her groundwork with me at the start of the book I
feel reassured that this work is going to be about me
and my real life - and not some cape wearing
superwoman!
With a sense that I should experience this book as
someone wanting a life plan would, I was
conscientious in pausing to answer the questions. To
my delight, the process felt genuinely enabling; I
didn’t find myself simply “doing my homework”.
There are four parts to the book, one for each part of
the journey.
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Part 1: The Call is when we may be looking for
something but feel stuck. One day we are “Called” –
something happens and we decide to commit and
take action. Sosna helps us unlock our motivation,
discover our talents and learn to hear our Call.

familiar and commit to our Quest. Here we are helped
to step through resistance, “initiate” ourselves into our
Quest and take our first steps.
Part 3: The Quest is about getting going, getting lost
and getting through. The hero’s commitment and
integrity is put to the test. This part of the book
concerns practical realities. Sosna shows us how to
make a plan, align other people around our vision and
use the energy that comes with the start of our Quest
to take positive action, explore, try new things and get
results. She gives us tools to stay positive and
determined for when the terrain gets tough.
Part 4: The Return is the time for the hero to recover,
reflect, regroup and reintegrate, transformed by their
experience. The hero returns across the threshold,
back into the “ordinary” world. They share the gifts
and wisdom they have accumulated through their
journey. This part of the book explores the importance
of recognizing and marking our transition.
Sosna acts as guide and cheerleader throughout,
combining personal stories with those we know and
love from the big screen - Star Wars, The Wizard of
Oz, Harry Potter and so on. This helps the traveller to
connect with the full meaning of the journey.
I came away inspired by what Sosna has achieved
with this book, uplifting and practical guide, without
any schmaltz! Her analogies are neat and her
language engaging. She talks about standing for, not
against. She positions the hero as an active learner
and recognizes the parts to be played by energy, faith
and magic as well as personal discipline, plans and
tasks. Perhaps above all, she role models taking
action with intention. This is a book I will reach for
again, to support my own journey as well as others’ –
a useful . accompaniment to a coaching conversation
with anyone curious about what a life plan might look
like – and for anyone unsure about why you might
bother creating one at all.

Part 2: The Commitment is about crossing the
threshold into the unknown. We leave behind the

Kirstin is a facilitator, teacher and coach, passionate about well-managed organisational
change. Through her business, ChangeTools, she enables senior leaders, change agents
and those impacted by change to be effective in their challenging roles. Committed to
creating better futures, and aligning leadership with purpose, she is also a Director of Be
The Change Initiative and an Associate of Leaders’ Quest
ISBN: 978-0-85708-486-6
224 pages
March 2014, Capston
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Creating Effective Teams
Declan Woods, Global Head of Standards & Accreditation reviews Creating Effective Teams by Susan
Wheelan
Although the guide was originally
envisaged for those working
within teams and their leaders,
the book should have equal
applicability to coaches or
consultants that work with teams.
Given the growth indicators for
team coaching (e.g. The Ridler
Report (2013) data shows that
only 5% of organisations have
no plans to introduce team
coaching in the next three
years.), and the relative dearth of quality literature
about team coaching, this book should prove a useful
addition to a coach’s library.
The guide is in its fourth edition. As most books have
low levels of readership and rarely get beyond the first
issue, this says something about the appeal of
Wheelan’s work. It begs the question, what lies
behind the attraction of this guide?
The most noticeable factor is that it is not a book – it
is true to its description as a guide. It is neither a
weighty academic text nor an overly-wordy tale about
creating teams. A tome on team coaching could be
visually off-putting to a prospective reader, whereas
the slimness of this guide encourages the reader to
dive in. When they do, after the opening and
introductory chapter, they will find sections on:




The different stages of a team’s
development and how to navigate through
them;
The functioning of high performance teams;
and
Organisational support for teams.

Usefully, Wheelan also includes separate chapters for
team members as well as those leading teams. She
includes new material in this edition on the shift from a
focus on the team to the team leader and the
(negative) effect on this on a team’s performance and
development, which brings the work up to date with

prevailing thinking and the contribution that distributed
leadership can make to teams and organisations.
The guide is jargon-free and very clearly written. The
material is presented in an accessible style and
contains bullet pointed notes for rapid understanding,
checklists that can be used by a team or team coach
and has regular “What you can do” sections, which
should enable a coach to translate the material into
their practice. I believe the way it is written has
contributed to its longevity in print.
Susan Wheelan is a psychologist and much of her
(other) work makes use of psychodynamic theory in
clinical as well as organisational settings. This
background is not obvious here and presents a
double-edged sword. While the psychoanalytic
literature can be impenetrable (a trap this guide very
much avoids), on occasions, there is scope for more
theoretical underpinning to her material. Adding this
would strengthen it and show off the depth of her
understanding of teams and their functioning.
If you are looking for a single text on teams, this may
not be it as there are some notable gaps. For example,
there is no coverage of global or virtual teams. Given
the increasingly global world in which many
organisations are now operating with formal
geographic boundaries being overcome by the use of
technology, these two areas seem important to
include. To take this further, how is the notion of team,
their creation and development proposed both similar
and different in other (non-Western) countries? How
does it translate and what are the implications for a
coach’s practice?
While Wheelan rightly charts the steps a team goes
through as it develops, the context in which it does
this is perhaps given insufficient attention.
Nonetheless, Susan Wheelan has sought to create an
understandable and practical guide for team members,
leaders and others involved in creating and
developing teams - and she achieves this aim well.

Declan Woods is the AC’s Global Head of Professional Standards and Accreditation and leads its work
on coaching standards. Declan is also founder of ZPD Consulting, a global coaching and consulting
practice whose purpose is to work with leaders to create better organisations for the future.
Declan is a Master Executive Coach and boardroom Consultant who specialises in coaching leaders,
their teams and organizations to get ready for change. He is a State-Registered Psychologist, an
INSEAD trained and Ashridge accredited coach and was made an Honorary Lifetime Fellow of the
Association for Coaching for raising coaching standards globally. Before becoming a coach, Declan had
a 20+ year spanning line and consulting roles.
Author: Susan A. Wheelan, GDQ Associates, Inc
ISBN: 0781452217079
160 pages
2013, Sag
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